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Komárno in the La tène Period 1

G e r T r ú d A  B ř e z i N o v á  –  m a r e k  g e r e

in this exceptional strategical location on the confluence of the danube and váh river we have evidence of settlement in 
the end of the Middle and Late La Tène period. Although no area excavation has been carried out yet, important finds and 
features supported by rescue excavations allow us to classify this locality as an important site. Features and finds have 
been confirmed at eight locations. As for settlement features, they are pits of various functions and production features 
including the remarkable site of Nádvorie európy square with a series of six pottery kilns. They produced high-quality 
goods made on potter’s wheel which also contained painted pottery. We suppose that Komárno in the La Tène period 
was one of eminent locations with concentration of production and trade. Thus, contacts were directed to the north, 
along the so-called váh route, as well as southwards and southwestwards.

Keywords: Southwestern Slovakia, Late La Tène Period, settlement agglomeration, settlement of central status, produc-
tion features, pottery, coins.

introDuction

The town of Komárno is located in the excep-
tional transportation-geographical location di-
rectly controlling the dunaj (danube) and váh’s 
streams. As it has been showing recently, it was 
the territory of these two rivers’ confluence where 
the most intense settlement documented in the 
Neolithic and eneolithic, La Tène and roman 
periods as well as in the Middle Ages and Post-
medieval period was situated. The choice of the 
site for settlement was not an accidental process in 
the La Tène period or any other historical period. 
it was a combination of factors which bearers of 
the La Tène culture took into consideration. The 
most important ones included proximity of water 
streams, favourable soil and climatic conditions, 
proximity of trade routes as well as sources of raw 
materials. The current Komárno’s location met 
almost all the described attributes.

the geographical 
anD geological situation

Komárno is the southernmost and the lowest 
located town in the territory of the Slovak repub-
lic, near the confluence of the váh and danube 
rivers. From the aspect of geomorphology, the 
territory in question belongs to the central part 
of the Podunajská nížina (danube lowland). The 

area here is a typical lowland. Hydrographically, it 
is part of the danube river basin. Geographically, 
it belongs to the southern part of the Pannonian 
Basin, where it is part of the Gabčíkovská panva 
basin regional-geological unit (Miklós/Hrnčiarová 
2002). Sediments of Tertiary and Quaternary can be 
found in the geological composition of the territory. 
The quaternary sediments in the studied area are 
represented mainly by fluvial facies of Holocenic 
sediments. These sediments’ facial-genetic com-
position is diverse. Mostly, sandy flooded soils or 
quaternary clays are predominant. So-called buried 
riverbeds of older streams are frequently found in 
the neigbouring areas. Lithologically, they are made 
up of highly plastic clays, loams, less frequently 
very fine-grained grey to grey-black sands with 
a high proportion of organic substances. Their 
bedrock is built of fluvial sediments of lake-river 
origin, such as – mainly – sands and gravel sands 
with various proportions of sand with multi-stage 
polycyclic development which are collectors of 
quaternary groundwater. Hydrological condi-
tions are directly associated with the geological 
structure. Fluvial sediments – gravels and sands 
flooded by the danube and váh rivers – are the 
principal bearers of groundwater. From the aspect 
of the total structure, the site is located in a zone 
where groundwaters come to the surface. in the 
narrow riparian zone, water levels of the danube 
and váh, less frequently precipitations and vapour, 
participate in the groundwater regime (Varjú 2009).
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Fig. 1. Komárno, aerial photo. Location of La Tène sites. 1 – dunajské nábrežie street; 2 – Kossuthovo námestie square; 
3 – Palatínova ulica street; 4 – Nádvorie európy square; 5 – Anglia Park; 6 – New Fortress; 7 – old Fortress; 8? – loca-
tion of the hoard of coins according to the catalogue of Saint Germain museum. Photo source: Komárno City Archive.

Fig. 2. Komárno, Second military survey. Location of La Tène sites. 1 – dunajské nábrežie street; 2 – Kossuthovo námestie 
square; 3 – Palatínova ulica street; 4 – Nádvorie európy square; 5 – Anglia Park; 6 – New Fortress; 7 – old Fortress; 8? – 
location of the hoard of coins according to the catalogue of Saint Germain museum. Map source: www.geoportal.gov.sk
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reCord oF iNdividuAL SiTeS
WiTH evideNCe oF LA TèNe SeTTLeMeNT 

iN THe ToWN’ CAdASTrAL AreA  
(Fig. 1; 2) 2

1. Komárno, dunajské nábrežie site. 
 in 1978, an archaeological excavation was carried out 

in the area of dunajské nábrežie street, where P. ra-
timorská studied a circular pit dated to the La Tène 
period (Ratimorská 1980). daub and fragments of pottery 
including part of a storage vessel with a massive rim.

2. Komárno, Kossuthovo námestie site – postmedieval 
cemetery from the 16th – 18th c.

 in 2011, during the rescue researsch of SAHi, o.z., a shal-
low feature with finds from the late La Tène period was 
uncovered. it is a settlement pit whose exact outline has 
not been detected. its documented depth was 10 – 15 cm. 
Several vessel fragments, one complete cup with a han-
dle, daub and a dog skeleton come from its fill (Jelínek/
Teslíková/Gere 2011). The feature is dated to LTd.

3. Komárno, Palatínova ulica street site – church and 
postmedieval cemetery from the 16th – 18th c.

 in 1999, excavations led by P. ratimorská and e. dénešová 
were carried out at the courtyard of the service part of 
the Jesuit monastery in Komárno. it uncovered a frag-
ment of postmedieval architecture. in addition, graves 
of the cemetery belonging to the St. Andrew’s Church 
were found in all trenches. Mainly La Tène pottery was 
obtained from the studied areas, however, with regard 
to intense burying, it was only found in secondary 
position. Nevertheless, its quantitative representation 
suggest intense settlement of the site in the La Tène 
period. The archaeological and architectural research of 
the monastery building’s norhtern wing in 2004 came to 
similar conclusions (Bednár 2006, 34; Bednár/Kvasnicová/
Ratimorská 2005, 151).

4. Komárno, nádvorie európy (Courtyard of europe) site.
 research led by P. ratimorská and K. Pieta studied 

the battery of 6 pottery kilns (Koštial 2004; Mangel/Thér 

2018; Pieta 2008, 177, fig. 86: 1 – 11). The excavated area 
in 2000 – 2001 was approx. 130 m2, during 2003, after 
interior walls enclosing the current space had been 
built, it was 62 m2. the site is situated on a slight loess 
elevation under the tiled surface of today’s square, on 
the premises of europália shopping centre in the cen-
tre of Komárno. The basic terrain elevation is 108.75 m 
a.s.l. This value is a result of terrain works associated 
with construction of the shopping centre and is not 
the original terrain level of the site. The excavated 
area is approx. 4 m below the current surface of the 
courtyard. Another research was carried out there in 
2020 by J. Koštial. it was focused on documentation of 
the remaining find situation (Fig. 3).

5. Komárno, Park anglia site (previously known as Leni-
nove sady and mestský park).

 A rescue research was carried out there in 1982. Three 
features with numerous sherds, iron slag and graphite 
from the La Tène period appeared in profiles of furrows 
(Ratimorská 1983, 211, 212). Besides sherds (Pieta 2008, fig. 
77: 1 – 13; 86: 1 – 11) representing storage vessels with mas-
sive rims, pots, bowls with everted rims, a situla with 
incompact horizontal combing, subtle bottle shapes and 
a bowl with a wavy line on its inner surface, fragments 
of painted vessels and a bronze brooch of the Beltz type 
were discovered there (Pieta 2008, fig. 77: 14).

6. Komárno, nová pevnosť (new Fortress) site.
 Two rescue excavations were carried out there. in 2012, 

the Archaeoservices s.r.o. company in cooperation 
with the Podunajské múzeum in Komárno carried 
out a rescue excavation. Five features and a cultural 
layer from the La Tène period were detected. Based on 
the evaluation of pottery, they can be dated to stages 
LTC2 – LTd1 with extension probably to stage LTd2 
(Gere 2013). Feature no. 6 was uncovered in furrow no. 
7. it contained a large amount of iron slag (up to 10 kg), 
sherds, daub and individual animal bones (Fig. 4).

 The excavation at the site of New Fortress continued in 
2019 as part of the project called ‘New construction of 
a staircase down to the basement of Barracks from exte-
rior’ (Gere/Gereová 2019). A cultural layer (111.5 – 110.4 m 

2 The authors of the article wish to thank Phdr. P. ratimorská for her enormous effort to save archaeological monuments in 
the town and its surroundings.

Fig. 3. Komárno, Nádvorie európy square site. Spatial distribution of pottery kilns (based on materials from J. Koštial 
2004 and K. Pieta 2008, adapted by m. gere).
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Fig. 4. Komárno, New Fortress site. Feature 6/12. 1 – ground plan of the feature; 2 – detail of the iron cake left after melting.
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a.s.l.)  and a settlement feature from the La Tène period 
(1/19) were discovered in Trench 1. Several features were 
documented in other parts of the trench; five of them 
(2/19, 4/19, 10 – 12/19) can be also dated to the La Tène 
period by the obtained material.

7. Komárno, Stará pevnosť (old Fortress) site.
 during the rescue excavation by SAHi, o. z., settle-

ment of the site from several historical periods was 
documented. The most remarkable settlement has been 
documented from the eneolithic. in Section 2, a feature 
which can be dated to the La Tène period by pottery was 
identified. A large number of ceramic material from 
this period was also found in secondary sites (Jelínek/
Straková/Benková 2010). A fragment of a bottom from 
a situla-shaped pot with a stamp also comes from this 
site (Gere 2017, fig. 1: 6).

8. Komárno, the site at the confluence of the danube and 
Váh rivers, i.e. on the northern side of the Slovak-Hun-
garian border, in today’s Komárno. A depot of 34 Celtic 
coins was discovered in 1874. The location where the 
coins were found is identified according to the descrip-
tion in the Saint Germain museum’s catalogue (Hunka/
Kolníková 1994, 49; Kolníková/Kolník 2004, 13).

analYsis  
oF ArCHAeoLoGiCAL SourCeS

Based on the confirmed sites with finds from the 
La Tène period, we assume that it is a settlement 
agglomeration (Fig. 1; 2). We can find there settle-
ment pits of various character, a battery of pottery 
kilns, possible remains of a metallurgical furnace 
or a production workshop as well as cultural layers 
rich in pottery material. This is the current state of 
research and it is only a question of time when other 
settlement features will be studied. All previously 
studied sites were investigated by means of rescue 
excavations, thus, there were no open-area or sys-
tematically focused excavations. However, the fact 
that older evidence of settlement is disturbed by 
massive intervention related to construction of fea-
tures in the middle ages and postmedieval period 
must be taken into consideration. The structures in-
clude an anti-Turkish invasion fortress, when the old 
Fortress started to be built in 1546 on foundations of 
an older castle and the New Fortress started in 1658.

Settlement features

it was possible to detect several features and 
a rather rich cultural layer from the La Tène period. 
They are oval pits without more detailed identi-
fication which were probably used for working 
purposes. Their diameters vary between 100 and 

200 cm and they were sunken 150 – 160 cm below 
the terrain level. They contained mainly pottery (Pl. 
i – iv) and miniature artefacts (Fig. 6; Pl. v). Samples 
of fauna and flora were also taken; 16 samples for 
analysis of vegetal macroremains from the area 
of pottery kilns at Nádvorie európy square were 
expertly evaluated (Hajnalová 2002, 55, 56).

Production features

Pottery kilns

during the rescue excavation carried out in 
2000 – 2004 by P. ratimorská and K. Pieta (most ter-
rain works were done in 2000 – 2001) in the area of 
Nádvorie európy square (Fig. 3), 6 pottery kilns were 
studied over an area of 130 m2 (Koštial 2004; Pieta 
2008). during 2003, after interior walls had been 
built, the area was 62 m2. investigation of the whole 
area was carried out in 2020 (Koštial 2021). These fir-
ing aggregates are in various stages of construction 
and reconstruction (they have not been completely 
processed and evaluated yet). The vertical stratigra-
phy of the site confirms that the large battery of kilns 
was not operating simultaneously. Firing could have 
been carried out simultaneously in max. four aggre-
gates, although the pottery practice documented by 
ethnographic sources probably meant seasonal firing 
in one or two kilns (Koštial 2004). sherds representing 
a group of high-quality wheel-made pottery come 
from the excavation’s area and they also include 
goods with painted decoration. Hand-made so-called 
dacian pottery is absent. Fragments of vessels repre-
senting high-quality wheel-made goods were found 
on the grate of kiln 1. As for kiln 1, we suppose that 
it is the oldest one. Although painted goods come 
from the kilns, none was found in kiln 1 (Pl. ii). in the 
final excavations in 2020 (Koštial 2021) a bronze fibula 
of Almgren 65 type3 was discovered in the area in 
front of kiln 1, which is very important for dating of 
this battery of kilns. All of them are double-chamber 
vertical kilns which were – in central europe – col-
lected and evaluated by T. Mangel and R. Thér (2018, 
fig. 100). The kilns in Komárno are dated to the earlier 
phase of the Late La Tène period, LTd1. The find of 
the fibula, however, does not exclude possible exist-
ence (opening) of this space also in LTd2.

metallurgical furnace?

When the New Fortress was investigated in 2012, 
feature no. 6/2012 was studied in furrow 7 (Fig. 4). 
it was located under the modern made-up ground, 

3 The find is deposited in the Podunajské múzeum in Komárno.
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16 – 32 cm below the current terrain and its fill was 
made up by pale brown loam layer with clay and 
daub, continuing in a pale brown sandy layer. The 
bottom of the feature reached 103 cm deep from 
the current terrain (altitude 111 m a.s.l.). A large 
amount of iron slag (as much as 10 kg), sherds, 
daub and individual animal bones come from its 
fill (Gere 2013, 90, pl. vi; iX). We assume that it is 
the bottom part of a metallurgical shaft furnace 
of a round shape with a ‘slag cake’ at the feature’s 
bottom. The investigation confirmed that construc-
tion of the old and New fortresses disturbed the 
upper layers from the La Tène period, which is 
suggested by numerous finds from that period, 
unique medieval pottery and finds of human bones 
found on the rampart of the fortress some of which 
might come from the terrain works in its interior. 
A fragment form a vessel body secondarily shaped 
into a disc comes from the rampart (Fig. 5). There 
is a dimple on its inside. The sherd’s size is 4.8 x 
4.6 cm and it is 1.4 cm thick. The ceramic matter 
contains a low portion of graphite. in the central 
part of the sherd’s inner side, there is a secondar-
ily made dimple with smooth walls, narrowing in 
a funnel shape towards the bottom. The dimple is 
1.1 cm wide and 0.5 cm deep. Such modified sherd 
of a vessel could have been used as a dosing plate 
for non-ferrous metals. Besided the melting pots 
and dosing plates, sherds of larger vessels were 
also adapted to dosing (Březinová 2007; Kolníková 
2012). Nevertheless, we cannot exclude the pos-
sibility that the sherd shaped into a disc with the 
unfinished drilled hole might have been used as 
a spindle whorl in weaving. We have recorded such 
artefacts e.g. in Bratislava, Hradný vrch (Castle hill) 
site (Čambal 2004, 30, pl. LXv: 6).4

a workshop?

Two features (feature 1, 2) from the site of Park 
Anglia can be classified as production features. 
The author interpreted them on the basis of finds 
of iron slag, amount of graphite and burned 
layers as remains of production features (Rati-
morská 1983, 212). Besides sherds (Pieta 2008, fig. 
77: 1 – 13; 86: 1 – 11), where storage vessels with 
massive ruffs, bowls with everted rims, a situla 
with incompact horizontal combing, the finds 
included subtle bottle shapes and a bowl with 
inner wavy line, fragments of painted vessels 
and a Beltz J type bronze brooch (Pieta 2008, fig. 
77: 14). However, detailed information on the 
features is absent.5

material culture

This study deals with the finds from features 
and layers obtained by excavations and collection 
from the above mentioned sites. Most of them are 
pottery and – less frequently – various miniature 
artefacts. Samples of fauna and flora have also been 
taken from the studied layers and features, however, 
they have not been evaluated yet.

Pottery

Basic evaluation of pottery from two sites – Park 
Anglia and New Fortress – from excavation in 2012 
has been published (Gere 2013; Pieta 2008, fig. 77). 
it is of high quality and painted pottery is also rep-
resented. The vessels are made on potter’s wheel 
and they correspond with the shapes possibly 

Fig. 5. Komárno, New Fortress site. Modified shard with a dimple (front and from behind).

4 in case of the find from Komárno, the dimple is not located in the centre and the shape of the sherd itself is not circular. 
Natural science analyses could help us solve this problem.

5 only sherds are deposited in the Podunajské múzeum in Komárno.
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datable to the end of the Middle La Tène period, 
stage LTC2, as late as the Late La Tène stage LTd1 
and LTd2; we rely on the range of shapes from 
Bratislava, the castle, according to R. Čambal (2004, 
203, 204, pl. LXvii; LXviii). As far as the finds from 
Park Anglia are concerned, we can consider earlier 
dating to stages LTC2 and LTd1. A pot edge with 
claviform rim (Gere 2013, pl. iv: 3) typical of stage 
LTd2 also occurred in the collection from the New 
Fortress site (Čambal et al. 2014, 63 – 73; Čambal/
Kovár/Hanuš 2012). Such dating is supported by 
fragments of conical bowls with arcuately everted 
offset necks with S-shaped profiles of the Békás-
megyer type with distinctly everted rims (Gere 
2013, pl. iv: 2; vii: 2). in pottery, it is a rather recent 
element occurring in the transitional stage LTd1/d2 
and in stage ltD2 (Čambal 2004, 28). represented 
shapes include storage vessels with massive rims, 
a strainer (Gere 2013, pl. i: 5) and a conical lid (Gere 
2013, pl. iv: 1). The so-called dacian pottery was not 
found in these two collections. Such pottery was 
detected when research continued in 2019 (Gere/
Gereová 2019) at the New Fortress site in feature 
2/19 (Pl. iv: 1 – 8). in a pit with a circular ground-
plan which was detected just under the medieval 
layer, at the altitude of 111.09 m, a large number 
of pottery representing a range of late La Tène 
shapes of high quality wheel-made vessels (Pl. i) 
as well as hand-made shapes with various plastic 
protuberances, the so-called dacian pottery, was 
discovered. other finds from the feature’s fill 
are also very important for dating of the pottery. 
They include a bronze (copper?) coin, an iron haft 
(socket?), a whetstone and a tooled antler (Fig. 
6: 1; Pl. v: 1, 3, 8). The pit’s diameter is 160 cm and 

its depth is 196 cm. High-quality pottery from 
bowls and bottle-shaped vessels with decoration 
in form of impressed circumferential wavy line 
and oblique bands arranged along the perimeter 
into triangles was found on the grate of kiln 1 at 
Nádvorie európy square (PL. ii). We assume that 
such vessels were fired in the kilns and chrono-
logically, they belong mainly to the early phase of 
the Late La Tène period. only three stamps on the 
bottoms of probably situla-shaped vessels come 
from Komárno. Based on the typology elaborated 
by I. Kappel (1969) and complemented by M. Čižmář 
and J. Meduna (1985), they belong to types 2 and 
6a. According to analogies from well-dated finds 
from the site of Bratislava-vydrica, such stamped 
vessels belong to stages ltD1 to ltD2 (Čambal/
Kovár 2019, fig. 3).

Vessels decorated with painting

We have recorded 271 exemplars of painted 
pottery from the sites in Komárno. it is currently 
known from four sites: Anglia Park (22 exemplars), 
Nádvorie európy square (138 exemplars), old For-
tress (8 exemplars exclusively from recent inter-
ventions) and New Fortress (103 exemplars; 56 of 
them come from feature 2/2019). The fragmentary 
condition of this material, unfortunately, often 
does not allow us to identify the original shape 
of the vessels. Plate iii: a – h presents samples of 
decorative motifs found in Komárno so far as well 
as the colour scale used for painted decoration 
(Pl. iii: i – m). it was applied mainly on bottles, 
where short bulbous shape with arcuately everted 
and funnel-shaped mouth prevails (Pl. iii: 7). 
A fragment of a funnel-shaped rim with applied 
white engobe can also be classified among bot-
tles (Pl. iii: 5). From other shapes, there are deep 
semiglobular bowls. Their decoration consisted 
of wider and narrower bands of red and white 
colour (Pl. iii: 1, 4, 8, 9). rared shapes with applied 
paint include conical bowls with S-shaped pro-
files. This shape is represented by areal red paint 
extending to the inner side of the rim (Pl. iii: 9). 
in the La Tène period, paint has been documented 
almost exclusively on high-quality pottery (finely 
washed clay, high-quality firing). Painting was 
done by coloured clay engobes applied on vessels 
before firing (Čambal/Gregor 2008, 103 – 106; Repka 
2020, 88). easter Celtic painted decoration of pottery 
consisted of several basic colours, such as white, red 
and brown, black, or their shades – reddish brown, 
dark brown, greyish brown (sepia), brownish yel-
low, beige. The above mentioned elements of pri-
mary as well as secondary paint have been recently 
described and classified by I. Žernožičková (2017)  

Fig. 6. Komárno, New Fortress site. 1 – copper coin of the 
veľký Bysterec type – feature 2/19; 2 – strap loop with 

triskeles – feature 1/19.
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on the basis of the collected finds from the Staré 
Hradisko oppidum in Moravia. it is obvious from 
the evaluation of pottery shapes and decorative 
motifs that the Late La Tène painted pottery from 
Komárno is not different from the traditional geo-
metrical ornamentation of the eastern Celtic envi-
ronment. The painted fragments can be attributed 
to bottle-shaped vessels, semiglobular and conical 
bowls, cups and lids. As for decoration, applica-
tion of white and red engobes in form of horizon-
tal bands and wavy lines is dominant, however, 
areal painting and application of a secondary 
ornament also occurs. Secondary ornaments are 
represented in the geometric zone by traditional 
elements – straight lines, wavy lines, zig-zag 
lines and grids. The pottery kilns of Komárno 
document presence of a workshop manufacturing 
these specific luxurious goods. on the basis of our 
current information, we assume the occurrence 
of painted pottery in the territory of Komárno 
mainly in stage LTd1, in a reduced form possibly 
as late as stage ltD2.

Hand-made Dacian pottery

Besides wheel-made pottery, hand-made vessels 
occur at the settlements from the La Tène period. 
in the Late La Tène period, this production is 
complemented with vessels decorated with vari-
ous plastic protuberances and garlands. They are 
mainly barrel shapes or conical bowls and bowls 
with handles. They were found at two sites in the 
territory of Komárno-Kossuthovo námestie square 
(Pl. iv: 9) and the New Fortress in feature 2/19 (Pl. 
iv: 1 – 8). Analogous shapes come from the sites in 
the Nitra river basin, Nitra Castle, Nitra-Svätoplu-
kovo námestie square and Nitra-Mikov dvor and 
in Šurany-Nitriansky Hrádok (Bednár/Březinová/
Ptáčková 2005; Březinová 2009; 2010; Březinová/Katkin 
2004; Březinová/Ruttkay 2019).

miniature artefacts

Parts of garments and jewels

• Brooches/fasteners

A bronze brooch of the Beltz J type is known 
from the Park Anglia site (Pieta 2008, 77: 14). details 
of its find context are unknown. We suppose that it 
was part of fill in production features (Ratimorská 
1983, 212). More exact dating of these brooches, 
also on the basis of finds from Staré Hradisko 

(Čižmář/Čižmářová/Meduna 2018, 43) and Manch-
ing (Gebhard 1991, 35, pl. 12: 203, 204), is limited by 
younger stage LTd1. dating is confirmed by other 
finds from Mostná ulica street in Nitra (Březinová/
Samuel 2007, fig. 43) and devín (Pieta/Zachar 1993, 
fig. 115: 9).

Two iron brooches from feature 4/19 from the 
New Fortress site were found in a considerably cor-
roded condition. After their restoration6, they can 
be classified into individual types. The iron brooch 
with one-piece construction and long spring (6 + 7) 
is 52 mm long and the coils’ span is 36 mm. There 
is a stud on the bow (Pl. v: 5).

According to the map of occurrence of such 
brooches (Pieta 2008, fig. 25: B), they are associated 
mainly with the Púchov environment in Slovakia. 
Their dating to LTC2 and LTd1 has been confirmed 
at the oppida in Manching (Gebhard 1991, type 22 
and 23) and Staré Hradisko (Čižmář/Čižmářová/
Meduna 2018, 116).

The second iron brooch belongs to wire brooches 
with one-piece construction (Pl. v: 6). The total 
length of the brooch is 46 mm, the bow’s height is 
20 mm. due to damage by corrosion, it is difficult 
to interprete other parts of the brooch. The spring is 
simple, two-sided. Bronze variants of such brooches 
are again associated with the Púchov territory and 
sites like dolný Kubín-veľký Bysterec, Liptovská 
Sielnica-Liptovská Mara, Jalovec, Jánovce-Macha-
lovce, vyšný Kubín (Pieta 2008, fig. 25: A). iron 
variants come e.g. from Folkušová (Pieta 2008, fig. 
26: 1) or the oppidum of Staré Hradisko (Čižmář/
Čižmářová/Meduna 2018, 233). 

A bronze brooch of Almgren 65 type was dis-
covered at Nádvorie európy square in the loading 
area of kiln 1.7 Brooches of Late La Tène construc-
tion with frame catchplates and asymetrically 
decorated bows and breaks decorated with plastic 
ribs often occur at oppida in the Middle danube 
region and Czech-Moravian territory, where their 
iron variant prevails (Čižmář/Čižmářová/Meduna 
2018, 49). dating falls to the interface between 
stages ltD1 and ltD2.

Lithic artefacts

A whetstone with quadrangular base and its 
upper part well modified for grip comes from 
the New Fortress, feature 2/19 (Pl. v: 3). Material: 
sandstone. Whetstones are common in settlement 
and production features during the whole La Tène 
period (Illášová 2000, 225; Pieta 2008, 74).

6 We wish to thank Mgr. M. Knoll.
7 As the material has not been published yet, we do not publish the brooch without the other author’s consent.
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Metal artefacts

A strap loop (patch) from the New Fortress, 
feature 4/19, is made of bronze (Fig. 6: 2; Pl. v: 4). 
it is annular, with diameter of 22 mm. in the mid-
dle, there is a disc with diameter of 12 mm. Along 
the rim of the disc, there is a fine circumferential 
recess. The disc’s body is divided into three parts, 
so-called triskeles, by a recess. on the back, there 
are two evenly located attachment rings. Based on 
analogies, this artefact was part of decoration of 
horse harness (Pieta 2008, fig. 113: 1 – 11; Schönfelder 
2002).

An iron haft (socket?) with unknown function 
(Pl. v: 2) as well as an iron sleeve? also come from 
feature 2/19 at the New Fortress site (Pl. v: 1).

Antler artefacts

A tooled antler artifact, possibly a functional tool, 
comes from feature 2/19 at the New Fortress site 
(Pl. v: 8). Almost complete antlers (of a deer?) with 
cut-off side tines come from the same site, feature 
4/19 (Pl. v: 7). The preserved part is 800 mm long.

Tooled bone and antler artifacts are not fre-
quently found at sites from the La Tène period 
in Slovakia. For instance, only 16 exemplars were 
found at only three settlements at the settlement 
agglomeration in nitra (Březinová 2014). This could 
imply lower interest in this type of material, lack 
of it or, possibly, that the local population did not 
adopt the complicated technique of processsing this 
raw material. Newer finds were processed from the 
settlement in Bratislava, zlaté piesky site (Hrnčiarik 
2019, fig. 1).

Coins

A hoard of Celtic coins comes from today’s 
territory of Komárno. As the exact find context 
is unknown, we present the site with a question 
mark (Fig. 1: 8?; 2: 8?). As stated by e. Kolníková 
(Kolníková/Kolník 2004, 14), k. castelin published 
a hoard of Celtic coins deposited in Musée des An-
tiquiteés Nationales in Saint-Germain-en Laye near 
Paris in 1970. According to his information, it was 
discovered in 1876. it was enlisted in the catalogue 
of the numismatic collection in that year, with the 
information ‘... hoard was discovered in Komárno, the 
capital town of Komárno County in Žitný ostrov river 
island near the confluence of the Danube and Váh rivers, 
1876’ (Kolníková/Kolník 2004, 14). K. Castelin was not 
sure which Komárno the find comes from. He did 

not know whether it was the left or the right side 
of the danube or whether the hoard was found 
somewhere in its vicinity. His doubts, however, 
are dispelled by the information in the catalogue 
of the museum in Saint-Germain – ‘it was discovered 
at Žitný ostrov river island, near the confluence of the 
Danube and Váh rivers’, i.e. on the northern side of 
the Slovak-Hungarian border, in today’s Komárno 
(Hunka/Kolníková 1994, 49, no. 21). According to 
e. Kolníková, this depot is a great contribution to 
solution of the topic of the veľký Bysterec type of 
coins, although this type is only represented by one 
exemplar in the hoard from Komárno. This coin was 
included in a hoard of 33 other coins of the Szőny 
type (Kolníková/Kolník 2004, tab. 4). it is the first 
hoard with such composition and the first common 
occurrence of tetradrachm of the veľký Bysterec 
type and the above mentioned miniature coins. 
They suggest contacts – probably mercantile – of 
the La Tène settlement in the area of Komárno with 
the settlement environment of the Púchov culture 
in northern Slovakia. its direction was given by 
the váh river or its contributaries (Kolníková/Kolník 
2004). Miniature coins similar to those in the hoard 
from Komárno were found at the neighbouring site 
of Komárom-Szőny (Kom. Komárom-esztergom) 
in hungary. they are deposited in the hungarian 
National Museum in Budapest, the year of its dis-
covery is 1910. The hoard includes a golden Boian 
1/3 stater. The authors are considering existence 
of a Late La Tène mint in the territory of today’s 
Komárno, where these miniature coins were minted 
shortly after the first half of the 1st c. BC (Kolníková/
Kolník 2004, 15).

Another coin of the veľký Bysterec type (Fig. 6: 1) 
comes from more recent excavations. it comes from 
feature 2/19 at the New Fortress site. The coin is 
a copper didrachm of the veľký Bysterec type and 
weighs 5 g. it is another document of occurrence of 
these north Slovak coins in the south of Slovakia. 
They arrived there probably along the váh trade 
route8. The fact that it consists of copper9, might be 
associated with the fact that from the mid 2nd – 1st c. 
BC mints dealt with minting of silver, but golden 
and copper coins were minted in some regions as 
well (Kolníková/Bakoš/Pauditš 2014, 156).

Graphite

interesting finds include a lump of raw graphite 
from the site of New Fortress, feature 1/2019. The 
feature’s oval groundplan was detected in sector 1. 
The feature is associated with layer 3 (cultural layer 

8 We wish to thank Phdr. e. Kolníková, drSc., for identification. date of identification: 11. 4. 2019.
9 According to identification by Mgr. M. Knoll, it is bronze with high proportion of copper and with admixture of tin.
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from the La Tène period). inventory: pottery from 
the La Tène period, a bronze strap loop, a lump 
of graphite, daub. The graphite raw material was 
probably used at pottery production. it is also men-
tioned in the production feature from Anglia Park, 
however, more detailed material for verification of 
this find is absent. The importance of graphite in 
the La Tène period is dealt with in several studies 
which are summarized in a monograph by D. Repka 
(2020, 98 – 102).

FiNAL reFLeCTioNS

The aim of this article was to present sufficiently 
documented material of the settlement of Komárno 
at the end of the Middle and during the Late La Tène 
period. despite the fact that systematic archaeo-
logical investigations focused on settlement in the 
La Tène period have not been caried out, we were 
able to summarize multiple evidence of the excep-
tional character of this strategical point in the south 
of Slovakia.

We follow from the fact that similarly to the im-
portance of this place in building an anti-Turkish 
invasion fortress in the 16th  – 17 th c., it was very 
important for the local people in the La Tène period. 
unfortunately, such intense earth works probably 
destroyed older settlement. in spite of this, even 
smaller rescue projects always confirm evidence of 
its existence. Settlement pits, massive layers with 
numerous material are the evidence that a large 
settlement, possibly a central settlement, must 
have been located in this area, with documents 
of production and of course with live contacts 
with the surrounding world. The favourable geo-
graphical location on the confluence of two great 
rivers – the danube and váh – helped Komárno 
to become a crucial strategical point. Features 
detected at individual sites in the town confirm 
existence of manufacture focused on metallurgy 
(New Fortress, Park Anglia) and pottery produc-
tion (Nádvorie európy square). We suppose that 

the vessels manufactured there travelled along 
the váh route northwards and along the danube 
route southwards and westwards by means of busy 
trade. These contacts are indirectly confirmed by 
finds of miniature artefacts, such as fasteners and 
coins, mainly two coins of the veľký Bysterec type. 
Based on metal finds and pottery, the La Tène set-
tlement in Komárno can be dated to the end of 
the 2nd and to the 1st c. BC. The quality and range 
of artefacts from the La Tène period confirm the 
assumed importance of the territory of Komárno 
in that period and possible presence of a Late 
La Tène centre. Special attention should be paid to 
the numerous Late La Tène painted goods which 
have multiple analogies at Late La Tène settlements 
of central character, such as Nitra (the sites of the 
castle and Mikov dvor), Šurany-Nitriansky Hrádok, 
Bratislava, esztergom, Budapest. Functionality of 
pottery kilns is dated – also due to absence of thick, 
so-called dacian, pottery – to LTC2/d1 – d1. Prob-
ably identically, settlement existed at other sites too, 
but it survives as late as LTd2, or the turn of eras.

Several other interesting finds which could be 
associated with the settlement in Komárno in the 
Late La Tène period are contained in the collec-
tions of the Podunajské múzeum in Komárno. 
unfortunately, their find contexts are absent. There 
is a fragment of a late type of a glass bracelet. its 
colour is dark blue, almost black (Gebhard 1989). 
it is a Jezerine type brooch (Lamiová-Schmiedlová 
1961, pl. Xviii: 3) whose origin must be searched 
for in the territory of Central italy and the east 
Alpine Arc. The limit values of its dating are 
20 BC – 20 Ad. it comes from Bratislava, Hlavné 
námestie 7 square (Musilová/Lesák 1996, pl. ii: 3) 
and Michalská ulica street (Vrtel 2009, pl. 1: 6). As 
far as more extensive contacts with the Mediter-
ranean territory are concerned, we must mention 
an interesting artefact mentioned at evaluation 
of Mediterranean imports from the oppidum in 
Třísov (Kysela/Danielisová/Militký 2014, 579). it is 
part of a bronze ladle, simpula, dated to the last 
third of the 2nd c. BC – third quarter of the 1st c. BC.
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Pl. i. Komárno, New Fortress site, feature 2/19. Selected pottery. Scale: a – 1 – 3; b – 4 – 8.
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Pl. ii. Komárno, Nádvorie európy square site. Kiln 1. Selected pottery from the grate (2004).
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Pl. iii. Komárno, New Fortress site. Selected painted pottery. Legend: a – h – samples of decorative motifs; i – m – colour 
scale (i – red; j – no paint; k – white; l – brown; m – sepia pattern).
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Pl. iv. Komárno. Selected dacian pottery. 1 – 8 – New Fortress site, feature 2/19; 9 – Kossuthovo námestie square site, 
feature 107d/2011. Scale: a – 1 – 5; b – 6 – 9.
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Pl. v. Komárno, New Fortress site. Miniature artefacts. 1 – iron socket (haft?), feature 2/19; 2 – iron strap loop, feature 
2/19; 3 – whetstone, feature 2/19; 4 – bronze strap loop with triskeles, feature 1/19; 5 – iron brooch with multiple spring, 
feature 4/19; 6 – iron brooch, feature 4/19; 7 – antlers (semifinished product), feature 4/19; 8 – tooled antler artefact, feature 

2/19. Scale: a – 1 – 3, 8; b – 4 – 6; c – 7.
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